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A new algebraic approach to abstract computing systems based on lambda 
calculi and Cartesian closed categories is proposed. The main result is a new proof 
of decidabihty of the word problem for Cartesian closed categories. The decidabihty 
of this problem is demonstrated by a normal system which is a recursive partial 
algebra as a free model of some theory of Cartesian closed categories. 1:’ 1987 
Academic Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
0.1. The Purpose of the Paper and the Motivations 
Some formal systems (theories) in computation theory and foundations 
of constructive mathematics are considered which are abstract computing 
systems in themselves. Lambda calculi and versions of Martin-Lof type 
theory (Martin-Lof, 1982) are examples of these formal systems. The rules 
of reduction of terms to normal form in these systems define the com- 
putations. The syntax of these formal systems makes them conceptually 
complicated despite the simplicity of their categorical counterparts, like 
Cartesian closed categories in the case of lambda calculi (cf. Curien, 1986; 
Lambek and Scott, 1986; Obtulowicz and Wiweger, 1982) and locally car- 
tesian closed categories in the case of Martin-Lof type theory (cf. Seely, 
1984). 
The goal of the paper is to propose a certain algebraic approach to the 
investigations of these formal systems. The aim of the approach is to find 
algebras which could realize some compromise between the complexity of 
the syntax of these systems and the conceptual simplicity of their 
categorical counterparts. The approach is based on P-equational logic, for- 
mulated in Obtulowicz (1986), which describes partial algebras and is 
similar to equational logic in Tarski (1968). 
We put this approach to the test for lambda calculi and Cartesian closed 
categories. P-equational logic provides a precise classification of Cartesian 
closed categories given by P-equations written in a uniform language of 
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symbols of operations and one-sorted variables. The main result of the 
paper is a new proof of decidability of the world problem for Cartesian 
closed categories which employs different methods than the proof in Szabo 
(1978). The decidability of this world problem is demonstrated by a normal 
system which is a certain recursive partial algebra as a free model of some 
P-theory of Cartesian closed categories. The proof of decidability consists in 
the construction of this normal system and proof that the operations of this 
normal system are computable functions. The author hopes that normal 
systems, being abstract computing systems in themselves. are those 
algebras which realize the claimed compromise. 
The title of the paper contains the name “constructions” because one 
may consider normal systems as algebras of constructions in the sense of 
Kreisel ( 1962 ). 
0.2. Plan qf the Paper 
We begin with the recapitulation of the main ideas of P-equational logic 
in Section 1. In Section 2 we formulate the axioms for Cartesian closed 
categories in the language of P-equational logic. We also present in this 
section a review of some known constructions of categories which employ 
the terms of lambda calculi. 
Section 3 contains the construction of Cartesian closed categories and 
related categories, where the arrows and objects of these categories are 
words (terms) and the partial operations, like composition, are computable 
functions, In Section 4 we give a general formulation of the word problem 
for a theory in P-equational logic and we define the notion of a normal 
system for a P-theory. The notion of a normal system is exemplified for the 
case of some P-theory of Cartesian closed categories by the construction in 
Section 3. 
1. P-EQUATIONAL LOGIC 
Among other things, P-equational logic is designed to be a simple formal 
system providing correct reasonings in the situations where the following 
informally written formulae are used: 
(ar) if t, is defined, then so is t2 and they are equal, 
(a*) if both t, and fZ are defined, then they are equal, 
(a31 either t,, t2 are both undetined or they are both detmed and 
equal, 
(ad) both t, and t2 are defined and are equal. 
(a5) t is always defined, 
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where rl, tZ, t are terms and it is assumed that the formulae (a] k(a4) hold 
for every valuation of variables in a partial algebra. (These formulae are 
frequently used in category theory.) 
In the next two subsections we outline the syntax and the semantics of 
/‘-equational logic. For the proofs we refer the reader to Obtulowicz 
(1986). 
I, 1. The SJ?nta.x of P-Equational Logic 
1.1.1. Let N= 10, I, 2 ,..., n ,... 1, n= {I,..., n}. For a family Q= 
(Q,, : n E N) of sets of operation symbols and a set V= {xi: 0 c in N} of 
variables (here .Y; #-yj for i#j) we define Q-terms (or, simply, terms) by 
induction in the usual way. The result of simultaneous substitution of terms 
t, (in n) in occurrences of variables X; in a term f, denoted by [,~,/t,: 
i~n] t, is defined by induction on t in the foliowing way: 
(St) if t=u~Qo, then [xi/t;: i~n] [=u, 
(S?) if f is a variable .xk, then 
[x,//;: i6 n] t = tk 
ifken, 
.Yk otherwise, 
(SJ) if t=~(f,,..., f,n) for CUEQ,~ and a family (t,:jEm) of Q-terms, 
then 
[xi/t;: ie n] f = w( [xi/t,: iE n] t, ,..., [xi/f,: iG n] tm). 
The relation “t is a subterm of P’ (or, briefly, t =$ f) is defined by induc- 
tion in the following way: 
(i) if fe V’uQ”, then t<fiff t=i, 
(ii) if i is a term of the form m( t1 ,..., t,?) for m G a,, and a family 
(~,:i~n)ofterms,thenf<~iff/=~ort<tiforsomei~n. 
If t is a term, then S(t) denotes the set of all subterms of t, except 
constant symbols and variables. 
By an Q-d-term we mean a fmite set D of Q-terms, except constant 
symbols and variables, such that if r E D, then S(t) G D. 
The empty set 0 and S(t) are examples of Q-d-terms, where t is an 
Q-term. 
By an Q-p-term we mean an ordered pair (t, D), denoted by t r D, where 
t is an Q-term and D is an Q-d-term such that ,S( t) G D. 
A multi-Q-p-term is an ordered pair ((t, : in n), D), denoted by 
(r,: i E n) 1 D, where ( li: i E n) is a family of Q-terms and D is an Q-d-term 
such that U {S(ti): iE n 1 G D. 
We deline simultaneous substitution for Q-d-terms and Q-p-terms in the 
following way: 
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(S4) if D is an Q-d-term and (li: Ian) p L? is a multi-!&p-term, then 
the result of substitution, denoted by D * ((li: Ian) p fi), is given by 
D*((f;: iEn) rb)={[x;/l,: ien]r: r~D]ub, 
(S5) if t r D is an Q-p-term and (f;: Ian) r fi is a multi-Q-p-term, 
then the result of substitution, denoted by (f 1 D) * ((ri: ie n) r b), is given 
by (? rD)*((t,: iEn) rb)=([x;/t,: iEn]r) l(D*((t,: iEn) rfi)). 
These results of substitution are Q-d-terms and Q-p-terms, respectively. 
By a d-equation we mean an ordered pair (D, b), denoted by D .=. fi, 
where D, b are Q-d-terms. A p-equation is an ordered pair (t 1 D, f r b), 
denoted by t r D .=. i r 6, where f r D and i r L? are Q-p-terms. 
1.1.2. We define a theory based on Q-terms in P-equational logic 
(briefly, p-theory) to be an eqmvalence relation E on the set of Q-p-terms 
such that: 
(Rul) if r, r Di .=. i, lb[ are elements of E (O<i<n) for ?z> 1, then 
(fO lDO)*((ti: icn) llJ,6,,D,).=.(ic, rfiO)*((fi: ien) ruiG,,bj)isin E. 
Let E be a p-theory based on Q-terms. We define a relation E by 
(Dom) D.=.b is in Eiff *x, rD.=..x, PD is in E. 
In the sequel we shall consider a p-theory as an ordered pair & = (E, E), 
where E is a p-theory and ,!? is detined by (Dom) for E. 
Let J? and A be sets of d-equations and p-equations, respectively. We say 
that 6 = (E, ,!?) is a p-theory generated by 2 and A if E is a smallest p- 
theory such that Au {x, ~D.=..Y, r6: D.=.fi is in AizZZ. 
We say that a p-theory E based on Q-terms is an equoidal p-theory if the 
symbol = is an element of Q1 and the following two p-equations are 
elements of I? 
(Eq,) .y, r ;~~,~+~z; .=,.x2 r+,~+]; 
U%l x , x.~, 1 ix, xuK, j .=. .K, r a. 
The defmition of the equoidal p-theory generated by the sets 2, A is the 
same as the definition of the p-theory generated by 2, A, except “p-theory” 
is replaced by “equoidal p-theory.” 
Convention. We shall use the following abbreviations: if t, fj ,..., Zn are 
~-terms,then~~r~~~~~(~)and~~~~f,,...,r~~~~r(~(~)uU;~~~(fj)). 
1.2. The Semantics ?f P-Equational Logic 
1.2.1. We recall that a partial function j X- Y is an ordered triple 
j’= (X, R L Xx Y, Y), where R, denoted by graph(j), is a functional 
.relation. If ,c X- Y is a partial function, then we define Dam(j) to be 
the set [.v g X j(y) is defmed for .v:.. 
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For a partial algebra ‘% of type Q with the underlying set ,4 we deline the 
valuation [?JJ21 of Q-terms, Q-d-terms, and Q-p-terms in ‘$I as follows: 
(V, ) for an Q-term r we define the valuation [fJ q, : ,4 ” - A by 
applying induction in the usual way (here A’ is the set of all total functions 
defined on the set L’ of variables and taking the values in the set A), 
(V1) if D is an Q-d-term, then [DJgc = A“ for D = a, otherwise 
lU% = fh DWU%d 
(Vx) if t 1 D is an Q-p-term, then [? 1 Dlvc : A ‘-H A is a 
unique partial function such that graph ([f r DJvc) g graph( [tJvt) and 
DWUf rmd= irm. 
We say that a p-equation t r D .=. f r b holds in a partial algebra 2I if 
[f r D]*, = [i 1 fin v,. A d-equation D .=. b holds in a partial algebra if 
umh =Vh. 
Therefore the formulae (a,)-(a5) can be rewritten (not losing their 
meaning) in the following way: 
-the formul? (a,) as l, r S(r,) .=. t2 r S(r,) u S(rZ) holds in ‘$1, 
-the formula (a2) as f, r S(t,) u S(r*) .=. t2 r S(r,) u S(t*) holds in 
91, 
~ the formula (aJ) as [I ASP=. tZ rS(fZ) holds in %, 
-the formula (ad) as 2, r S(r,) .=. r1 r S(tl) and S(t,).==. 0 holds in 
91, 
- the formula (a5) as S(r) .=. 0 holds in N 
1.2.2. If C? = (E, E) is a p-theory based on Q-terms, then by a model of 
& (or, simply, &‘-model) we mean a partial algebra YI of type Q such that 
all p-equations of E hold in 91. 
If &’ is a p-theory based on Q-terms, then Alg[Q, &] denotes the 
category whose objects are all g-models and whose arrows are weak 
homomorphisms of partial algebras in the sense of Grgtzer (1979). The 
category Alg[Q, c?] is called a category of models of &. 
The following facts have been proved in Obtulowicz (1986): 
Soundness property. The set 
is a p-theory for every partial algebra ‘$I of type Q. 
Completeness property. If a p-equation t r D .=. f 16 holds in every 
model of a p-theory 8 = (E, E), then t 1 D .=+ i r fi is an element of E. 
Closure properties. For every p-theory C? the category Alg[Q, ~$1 has 
limits and colimits. The limits and liltered colimits (ultraproducts, in par- 
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titular) in Alg[Q, &‘] are constructed pointwise, i.e., the forgetful functor 
from Alg[Q, 8] into sets preserves them. 
1.2.3. If ‘?I is a model of an equoidal p-theory and A is the underlying 
set of Yl, then the symbol x labels the partial operation 8: ,4 x A --H A 
given by 
@(a? a’) = { Zndefined zt;z;;se. 
2. CARTESIAN CLOSED CATEGORIES AND RELATED CATEGORIES 
CONSIDERED IN THE CONTEXT OF LAMBDA CALCULI 
In this section we present the axioms for Cartesian closed categories writ- 
ten in the language of P-equational logic. We present also the review of 
constructions of categories from the terms of lambda calculi. 
2.1. Cartesian Closed Categories 
2.1.1. Let Q’ = (Q; : n E N) be a family of sets of operation symbols such 
that Q;={l}, Q;={s,t,!}, Q;={x,~, ~,~,pr~,pr~,ej, !S;=@, 
Q; = { pr, A}, Q; = 0 for every n > 4. Let us consider the d-equations and 
p-equations 
{s(x,)} .=. {t(x,)} ‘=. 0, (11 
4~~~,~~ I r 0.=.dx,l I r 0.=. tMx,lJ I r03 (2) 
~~~~~,~~ I r 0 .=. Gx,J I r 0 .=. 4~~~,~~ Ir 03 (31 
{x, ‘3X2} .=. S(t(x,) x s(xz)), (4) 
s(x~~x*) 1 r0.=..s(x,) 11 {x,-Q (5) 
ttx, 0x2) I r 0 ‘=. tbd I r {x*‘-2], (61 
s(my,~ox, ~jyb=..~, ~0.=.~,~t(x~j~r~~ (71 
Xl” (XI 3.~3~ I ID.=. (x, J.~2b-~3 I r 0, (81 
{ %d] .=. Wx,) PC Xl)> (9) 
.wa I r 0 .=. .x1 r w a (10) 
wir0.=~1 r0, wr0.=.1 r0, (111 
tw,)) I r 0 .=. 1 r wdh (121 
xl o w-0 I r 0 .=. wd I r 0, (13) 
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(14) 
(15) 
(17) 
(181 
(19) 
WI 
We denote by &‘C the equoidal p-theory generated by the set of axioms 
(1)-(26). The models of gC are called c-algebras. 
We denote by &“’ the equoidal p-theory generated by the set of axioms 
(l )-(27). The models of &Cc are called cc-algebras. 
We denote by &‘ccC the equoidal p-theory generated by the set of axioms 
(1)-(28). The models of &‘CCC are called ccc-algebras. 
2.1.2. Remark. One can see that the axioms (lk(8) together with 1.1.2 
in (Eqr), (Eqz) are the axioms for the composition of morphisms of a 
category. We adopt the convention of writing the composition of 
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morphisms which is dual to the convention used in Mac Lane (1971), i.e., 
‘y’, ~,f~” corresponds to ‘yz of,” in Mac Lane (1971). 
2.1.3. LEMMA. Every c-algebra is a small category which has finite 
products and a terminal object. 
Prooj: Following the delinition of a Cartesian category due to Lambek 
(1974) it suffices to take pri(A, B), prz(A, B) as product projections xA, B, 
P,~. B3 ad WA R.h g) as CL g>. 
2.1.4. LEMMA. Every ccc-algebra is a small Cartesian closed category and, 
vice versa, every small Cartesian closed category with canonical products and 
exponentiation is a ccc-algebra. 
ProqfI Following Lambek’s delinition of a Cartesian closed category it 
suffices to take e(,4, B) as sA, B and A(A, B, C, f) as (f )*. 
2.1.5. Since every ccc-algebra is a Cartesian closed category, we deal 
with the following isomorphisms in every ccc-algebra 2I: 
(Iz,) A A 1 E .4 E 1 A A for every object A, 
(IzJ A 2 1 z 1 for every object A, 
(1~~) 1 2 A = A for every object A, 
(1~~) A 3 (B A C) z (A 2 B) A (A 1 C) for all objects A, B, C, 
(Iz,-) (A A B) A C = A A (B A C) for all objects A, B, C 
(1~~) (A A B) 2 C = A 2 (B 1 C) for all objects A, B, C, 
where by an object we mean an element a of ‘?I such that s(a) = a for .r 
denoting the operation of 2I labelled by s. 
The isomorphisms can be derived from natural equivalences given by 
adjunctions which define the concept of a Cartesian closed category. For 
instance, in the proof of the isomorphism (1~~) we use the natural 
equivalences 
hom(?, A 3 (B A C)) 
E hom(? A A, B A C) z hom(? A A, B) x hom(? A A, C) 
E hom(?, A 2 B) x hom(?, A I C) = hom(?, (A 2 B) A (A =I C)), 
and in the proof of the isomorphism in (1~~) we use the natural equivalen- 
ces 
hom(?, (A A B) II C’) 2 hom((? A A) A B, Cl = hom(‘?, A 2 (BI C)). 
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2.1.6. PROPOSITION. Let 2I be a ccc-algebra. The following conditions 
hoId 
lo The p-equations (29)-(31) hold in ‘?I iff the following p-equations 
hold in 2I: 
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a, x2, 1, v-x, A x2)) I r 0 .=. +4 I r b, A -45 (39) 
4~,, 1, x2, x3) I r 0 .=. x3 1 r {4h 1, x2, x31}. (401 
2O The p-equation (Idr) holds in 9l iff the following p-equations hold 
.=. pr(x2, x3, (pr,txl =.X2, xl 3 x3) x xl) 
04~~~ x2), W2bl =x2, x,~.~~)xx,)~~(x,,x~))~~~; (41 
4x,, x2, .x3 A x4, .-d I r 0 
.=. pr(x? =x3, x2 = x4, i(x,, x2, x3, x50p~ltx3, x4)), 
WX,, x2, x4, .wT-~~~~~ +x4m I r 0. (42 
3@ Equation (33) holds in 2l iff the following equations hold in Ql: 
WI A x2- x3, p@,, -x2, x4, x5h x6) I r 0 
.=. &-Cl, X2, ~3 2.~4, &Xl A -5 X3, -x4, .a 1 r 0. (48 J 
ProojI By straightforward veritication. 
2.1.7. From the investigations of the syntax and semantics of the type- 
free lambda calculus (cf. Barendregt, 1984; Curien, 1986; Obtmowicz and 
Wiweger, 1982) it makes sense to consider a ccc-algebra where the follow- 
ing p-equation holds: 
x,=+ ir0.=-, r b-94. (491 
2,2. Review of Known Constructions of Cartesian Closed Categories Which 
Employ Terms of Lambda Calculi 
2.2.1. One can verify that every lambda algebraic theory in Obtulowicz 
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and Wiweger (1982) is a c-algebra, where the p-equations (29)-(49) hold. 
In a similar way one can verify that every Church algebraic theory in 
Obtulowicz and Wiweger (1982) is a cc-algebra, where the p-equations 
(29)(49) hold. Similarly, every algebraic theory of type 2 - /?q in 
Obtulowicz and Wiweger (1982) is a ccc-algebra, where the p-equations 
(29)-(49) hold. Hence the constructions of a lambda algebraic theory, a 
Church algebraic theory, and an algebraic theory of type 1-p~ from ,?- 
terms of the type-free lambda calculi, presented in Obtulowicz and 
Wiweger (1982), also yield the constructions of a c-algebra, a cc-algebra, 
and a ccc-algebra, respectively, where the p-equations (29)-(49) hold. 
The elements of the algebras resulting from these constructions are the 
sequences of labelled A-terms (in the case of a c-algebra) or the appropriate 
equivalence classes of sequences of labelled i-terms (in the case of a cc- 
algebra and a ccc-algebra). A labelled A-term is defined in Obtulowicz and 
Wiweger (1982) to be an ordered pair (M, n), where M is a J-term (in a 
modified form, by introducing new names for bound variables; cf. 
Obtulowicz and Wiweger (1982)) and n is a natural number determined by 
the occurrence of free variables in M in such a way that if the variables xi 
occurs free in M, then i< n. The simultaneous substitution of a A-term 
defines the operation of composition in the considered algebras. 
2.2.2. Let us consider the typed lambda calculi in Stenlund (1972), 
whose l-terms are modified by introducing new names for bound variables 
as in the type-free case in Obtulowicz and Wiweger (1982). Let us detine a 
typed labelled l-term to be an ordered pair (M, IJ, where M is a typed ,I- 
term and r is a sequence of types determined by the occurrence of free 
variables in M in such a way that if a variable x; occurs free in M, then r is 
the ith element of IY The sequences ((Mj, I):~E n) of the typed labelled A- 
terms for a > 1 and their simultaneous substitution yield a c-algebra satisfy- 
ing the p-equations (29)(48), similarly as the sequences of I-terms and 
their substitution yield a c-algebra, which is the lambda algebraic theory in 
Obtulowicz and Wiweger (1982). 
Let us defme equivalence relations Qfl and QDV on the set of typed 
labelled I-terms by using the rules of @-conversion and I&-conversion, 
respectively, similarly as in the type-free case in Obtulowicz and Wiweger 
(1982). The sequences ((Mj, r)/QP: jE n) for n > 1 of the equivalence 
classes yield a cc-algebra satisfying the p-equations (29)-(48), similarly as 
the sequences of the appropriate equivalence classes of labelled A-terms 
yield the Church algebraic theory, which is a cc-algebra. 
The sequences ((Mj, I)/QDV : Jon) for n 2 1 of the equivalence classes 
yield a ccc-algebra satisfying the p-equations (29k(48), similarly as the 
sequences of the appropriate equivalence classes of labelled A-terms yield 
an algebraic theory of the type 2 - /3~, which is a ccc-algebra. 
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In Lambek and Scott (1986) the construction of a Cartesian closed 
category from closed terms of typed lambda calculus with surjective pairing 
is presented. This construction yields a ccc-algebra satisfying the p- 
equations (29))( 3 1). 
3. CERTAIN CATEGORIES CONSTRUCTED FROM WORDS 
In this section we show the constructions of certain categories (more 
precisely partial P-algebras) whose objects and arrows are words over 
some alphabet. In Section 3.1 we present a certain basic construction of c- 
algebras whose underlying sets are the sets of inductively defined words 
called c-terms. The inductive delinition of c-terms makes them similar to 
proofs applied in the construction of free Cartesian closed categories 
generated by graphs in Lambek and Scott (1986). On the other hand, c- 
terms are similar to l-terms because the operation 0 of the composition of 
c-terms in a c-algebra resulting from the basic construction has features 
common to the substitution of i-terms. In Section 3.2 we detine one-step 
reduction and reduction of c-terms in a way similar to the case for i-terms, 
and in Section 3.3 we introduce the notions of a bounded c-term and a c- 
term in normal form in a way analogous to the case for lambda calculi. 
After a preparatory discussion of these concepts and notions in Sections 3.2 
and 3.3, we present in Section 3.4 the proofs of the strong normalization 
property and the Church-Rosser property for the reduction of c-terms. 
These properties of reduction of c-terms give rise to a construction of ccc- 
algebras whose underlying sets are the sets of c-terms in normal form. This 
construction of ccc-algebras is given at the end of Section 3.4. The proof of 
the strong normalization property for the reduction of c-terms is similar to 
the proof of the strong normalization property for the reduction of i-terms 
of typed lambda calculi due to J.-L. Krivine communicated to the author 
by Curien. The proof of the Church-Rosser property for the reduction of 
c-terms is similar to the proof of the analogous property for reduction of 
h-terms in Lambek and Scott (1986). 
3.1. The Construction of c-algebras 
3.1 .l. Let Y be a non-empty set such that Y n UHE N Q; = a. We shall 
consider the words over the alphabet x[q = Yu {), 1, (} u lJnENQ;. If u 
and vv are words, then u - w denotes the result of concatenation of u and 
w. The empty word is denoted by A. We say that a word w is free from a 
symbol 0 E x[ q if 0 does not occur in w. 
We deline c-terms for Y (or simply c-terms, if there is no confusion) as 
words over the alphabet x[fl in the following steps. 
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lo We define a formula for Y (or, simply, formula) by induction in 
the following way: 
( FI ) every element y of Y is a formula, 
(Fz) if A and B are formulae, then (A A B) and (A 1 B) are for- 
mulae. 
By a c-formula for Y (or, simply, c-formula) we mean a formula for Y or 
the symbol 1. We denote by F(Y) the set of formulae for Y and by F(Y) 
the set of c-formulae for Y. Obviously, F(Y) = F( Y) u { 11. 
2O We detine elementary c-terms for Y (or, simply, elementary 
c-terms) in the following way: 
(E,) for every element A of F(Y) the words S(A) x A, l(A) x A, 
and A itself are elementary c-terns, 
(E:) for every element A of F(Y) the words !(A), ~(!(A))x A, 
t( !(A)) X 1 are elementary c-terms, 
(Ej) if A,, A2 are elements of F(Y), then the words pri(A, 1 A*), 
s(pr;(A, 1 A?)) x (A, A A>), r(pr;(A, 1 AI)) x Ai are elementary c-terms for 
ig2 and also the words e(A, 1 A?), s(e(A, 1 AI)) x (A, 1 A2) A Al), 
f(e( A, 1 A?)) x A2 are elementary c-terms. 
3’ We detine formal c-terms for Y (or, simply, formal c-terms) by 
induction in the following way: 
(C, ) every elementary c-term is a formal c-term, 
(Cl) if A, B are elements of F( Y), and C e F( Y), and J g are for- 
mal c-terms free from =, and .s(f) x C, s(g) x C’, l(f) x A, t(g) x B are 
formal c-terms, and the condition 
(G, ,) there is no case such that there exists a word u making 
,f=u- pr,(A 1 B) and g = u - prJA 1 B) 
holds, then the words MA I Blflgh 4~~~~l~lfl~~~~C 
t(pr(Ai Biflg))x (A A B) are formal c-terms, 
(CJ) if A, B, C are elements of F( Y), f is a formal c-term free from 
X, and s(f) x (A A B), f(f) x C are formal c-terms, then the words 
l(AlBjC[,f), s(l(AlBlC/f))xA, t(2(AiBlClf))x(BzC) are formal 
c-terms, 
(Cd) if B, C are elements of F(Y), f is a formal c-term free from X, 
and s(f) x B, t(f) x C are formal c-terms, then the words A( 11 Bl Cl f ), 
s(,I(ljB/C’[f))xl, r(Iti(l~B~C/f))~(B~C)areformalc-terms, 
(C5) if A, B, C are elements of F(Y), J g are formal c-terms free 
from X, and s(f) x A, f(f) x B, s(g) x B, f(g) x C are formal c-terms, 
and the conditions 
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(c5,i) g # !(B) - w for all words w, 
(4 .f$ W V ad g $ W UT 
(c~,~) g#A-uandg#pr-wforallwordsuandw, 
(c~,~) there is no case such that there exist formulae E, F, and 
there exist words U, w, and there exists ie 2 such that 
f= P@I Fl - u, andg=pri(EiF)-w, and B=(EA F) 
hold, then the words f- g, ~(f- g) x A, t(.f- g) x C are formal c-terms. 
4’ A formal c-term free from x is delined to be a c-term. 
In the next two paragraphs we delme the operations s”, t ‘, ! ‘, 0 ‘, A ‘, 
= ‘, prr, pr;, ey, pry, 1’ of a partial P-algebra on the set T[YJ of all c- 
terms for Y. We shall show in this section that the set T[fl, together with 
these partial operations, forms a c-algebra; this c-algebra is the result of the 
basic construction announced in the introduction to this section. 
3.1.2. We deline 3’ and ly to be total unary operations given by 
sY(f)=A iff s(j) = A is a formal c-term, 
tY(f)=B iff f(f) x B is a formal c-term, 
where f is a c-term. 
The operation !’ is a unary partial operation defined exactly on the set 
of c-formulae by 
if AeF(Y), 
if A= 1. 
The operations A ‘, 2 ‘, prr, prl, e ’ are partial binary operations 
defined exactly for ordered pairs of c-formulae by 
if both Al and A2 are elements of F( Y), 
ifAjEF(Y)and{A,,Az}n{l}={l}foriE2, 
ifAi=AX=l, 
if both Al and A2 are elements of F( Y), 
ifA,=landAzeF(Y), 
ifAl= 1, 
if both A, and A2 are elements of F( Y), 
ifA;eF(Y)and{A,,A*}n{l}={lj, 
ifAz=landi=2, 
ifA,=landi=l,foreveryio2, 
iff, = 1, ty(f4)=f2eF(Y), 
andf3 = ! ‘(sy(f4)), 
iff, =f2= 1, zy(f3)=fy(f4)= 1, 
ad J ‘(f3) = 3 ‘(f4), 
1 undefined otherwise, 
If4 1 if it is a c-term, 
iff2 = L sy(f4) =f, A ‘f2, 
~~~ t yUJ =f3 E F( Y), 
!ytf, * yf*J iffx=l andf4=!‘(fl A ‘f2), 
undefined otherwise. 
If there is no confusion, we shall write PRi(,4, B) for pr,?‘(A, B) (LIZ 2), and 
PR(,4, B,Jg), AB(A, B, C, h) for pr’(A, B,Jg) and A’(A, B, C, h), respec- 
tively, 
3.1.3. To define 0’ we introduce the family (on : Tl YJ x T[Yj - 
T[ Yj : n E IV) of partial functions defined by induction on n by the following 
clauses: 
(Co,) 
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1 
4A,lAJ if both A, and AZ are elements of F( Y), 
eyCA13 AI)= ~ f;Alj iif%: iI 
The operations pry and ,I” are partial 4-argument operations defined by 
the following clauses: 
, dfl IfJfJU if it is a c-term, 
iff<+ z = pri(j-r 1 f2) for every i E 2, 
if h is a c-term makingfi+ z 
= h - vdh I f2 1, 
for every i E 2, 
f if l ‘(f) = x’(g) and g is a c-formula, 
‘Y if f’(f) = s’(g) andfis a c-formula, 
! y(xy(f )) 
f%g= fng 
iffy(f)=~“(g)and~y(g)=l, 
if f ‘(f) = x”(g), andfand g make f n g a c-term, 
fi iff=pWl~lf~lf2) 
and g = pri( ,4 1 B) for A, B E F( Y), 
undefmed otherwise, 
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(Co?) if f ON g is defined, then f o,, + , g is delined and equal j” on g, 
((3~~) if,j”=prCA IBlf, l.f2L g=prjl.4 Ill)-h, and h#A, then 
if it is defined, 
if it is defined and.f o,, g is undefined, 
otherwise. 
.fa n+i ET= 
f on g is undefined, and g3 = A, 
PR(~,~,.~o~g,,~o,,g~)o,~g~ ~~~~kckfimclf~,lg~~ 
undefmed, gj is nonempty, 
undefined otherwise, 
(Co5) ifg=i(AjB\C)Iz), tY(j.)=sY(g), and x'(f)=D, then 
f?, g if it is defined, 
fa n+l g= ABC& R C, I'&% B, PR,t@ B1c~n.L PM& W)o,z Al if it is defined, f o,, g is undefined, 
undefined otherwise. 
Since graph(o,,) G graph(on+ ,) for all PI, hence U,zE ,V graph(oE) is a graph of 
partial function. We defke oy to be a binary partial operation whose graph 
is the set u,,E,v graph(o,,). We shall write f o g for ,foy g. 
We define 55’1 YJ to be a partial algebra of type LI” whose underlying set 
is T[Yj and whose operations labelled by the symbols s, t, !, o, A, 3, pr,, 
prz, e, pr, A are the functions J”, t ‘, ! ‘, oy, A ‘, XI ‘, prr, prj’, e ‘, pr ‘, A’, 
respectively. We shall show in the next paragraphs that %?[YJ is a c- 
algebra. 
3.1.4. We define ZO( f) to be the number of occurrences of CJ in a c- 
term A where o E x [ fl. We say that a c-term f is an e-term if f = e - w for 
some word K’. We say that a c-term.f is a pr-term if f = pr; - vv for some 
word w and some i E 2. 
The c-terms have the following properties: 
(1) e-terms and pr-terms are free from pr and 2, 
(2) if f,, f2, f3 are c-terms, A, B are formulae, and 
pr(,4 1 B 1 ,f, 1 f2) - f3 is a c-term, then A = (B I C) and ,fj = e( B\ C) - w for 
some formula C and some word w. 
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(3) if A, B, CEF(Y), andfis a c-term, and ,l(A/BjC]f)-w is a 
c-term, then IV = A, 
(4) W4 U g) #A - w for every word w and 4 BE F( Y), 
(5) if ~“(f)=~y(g) and .Zj(j’)=Zjjg)=O, thenfog is defined and 
Z’(f 0 g) = 0 (the proof by induction on n = Zpr(f) + Zp’(g)), 
(6) if r’(f) = .r “( g) and Z’(g) = P(g) = 0, then f o g is detined (the 
proof by induction on H = Zpr( f ) + Zpr( g)), 
(7) iffog is defined and T(f)=F(f)=O, then Z(fog)<P(g) 
(the proof by induction on n = Z’(g), the property (5) is also applied), 
(8) if ty(f)=sy(g) and T(f)=Z’(g)=O, then f og is detined and 
Z”(f 0 g) = 0 (the proof by induction on n = Z(f) + Z’(g), the properties 
(5), and (6), (7) are applied), 
(9) if ty(f)=sy(g) and Z’(f)=T(f)=O, then f o g is defined and 
Z’(f 0 g) <Z’(g) (the proof by induction on PI = Z(g) + Z’(g), and (5), 
(8) are applied in the proof), 
(10) ifA,,AzeF(Y)andJ’(f)=Ajforie2, thenpr,?(A,,Az)o fis 
detined (the consequence of (7), and (8) (9)), 
(11) if f’(f)=s’(g) and Z’(g)=O, then f og is detined (the proof 
by induction on PZ = Z”(g) and (6) is applied in the proof). 
3.1.5. PROPOSITION. If t ‘(,f) = s’(g), then f o g iz defined. 
ProoJ The proof by induction on n = Z(g). 
Case II =O. Apply (1 I). 
Case n # 0. We deal with the subcases: 
(a) g=I(~~~~C//z), 
lb) ~=~~~~l~l~,l~2~-~3. 
Ad (a). By (10) we have that PR(A, B, PR,(D, B) 0 J PRz(D, B)) is 
defined, hence by inductive hypothesis, PR(A, B, PR,(D, B) o J 
PRz(D, B)) o h is defined, and hence by (COG), we get that f o g is detined. 
Ad (b). We deal with the subcases: 
(~1 Z?g,)#O and Zjfgd#O, 
(d) Z’(gi) =0 for some iE2. 
Ad (c). Apply inductive hypothesis. 
Ad (d). Let Z’(g,) = 0. Hence by inductive hypothesis f 0 gI is defined. 
Therefore it suftices to consider the case n # 0 for g replaced by gz. 
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3.1.6. The c-terms have the following properties: 
(12) if t’(j)=(A~@, then PR(A,&j”oprr(A,@,fopri(A,@)=A 
(13) if rY(j”)=~y(Irr), ry(hI)=~‘(&), I?~-& is a c-term, and 
Zpr(/zr) + Z(Ir,) =O, then fo (ItI - &) = (fo 15~) 0 15~ (the proof by induc- 
tion on n = Zprl(IrI) + Zpr*(Iz,)), 
(14) if rr(j)=.rr(/rI), rr(It,)=~‘(hz), and !r, -lzz is a c-term, then 
fo(h, - &) = (j”o 11)) 0 h2 (the proof by induction on n = Zpr(Ir,) + Z(ItI )), 
(15) if ry(/r)=zr(f,)=~‘(fz), and rr(fI)= A, ry(jS)= & then 
It a PR(A, & f,, fz) = PR(A, B, It of,, It ofI) (the consequence of (12) and 
c 14))? 
(16) if f’(f)=s”(g), r”(g)=s’(Ir), and Z’(/r)=O, thenfo(goh)= 
(Jog)oIr (theproofbyinductiononH=ZPr(It)+Zpr(g)and (14), (15)are 
applied in the proof). 
3.1.7. LEMMA. u r'(f)=s'(g), t'(g)=s'(h), and Zi(f)=O, then 
(fog)oh=fo(goh). 
I’wc$ The proof by induction on n = Z’(g) + Z’(Iz). 
Case H = 0. Appiy ( 16). 
Case rr #O. For the case of Z’(k) = 0 we apply (16). If Z’(h) #O, we 
deal with the subcases: 
(a) h=i(AiB\Cik), 
tb) ~=pr~AlBl~,~h~)-~~. 
Ad (a). By ( Co5) applied twice 
f c, (g t, h) = f 0 AW, 4 C, PR(A, B, PR,(D, B) 0 g, PRz(D, B)) 0 k) 
= AB(E, I% C, PR(D, B, PRl(E, B) OJ PR2(E, B)) 
c, WV4 4 J’R,P, 4 c, g, PRdD, W) .x k)J 
since by (7), .ZL(PRl(D, B) o g) < Z’(g), so by inductive hypothesis 
= WE, B, C, V’RtD, B, FRlt-5 Blo J PRdE, WI 
r, WA, B, PR,(D, B) c, g, PRztD, B)) ok) 
by (15) 
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by inductive hypothesis 
= AB(E, B, C, PR(z4, B, (PR(D, B, PR,(E, B)oA PR*(E, B)) 
0 PRlV’, W) 0 g, PRP, 4 PR,E BJ 0X PRdE, Bll 
0 P&U? B)) 0 k) 
by (Co,) 
= AWE, B, C, PR(.4, B, (PRl(E, B)oflo g, PR*(E, B))ok) 
(!) since by (7) and inductive hypothesis, (PRAE, 9 of) * g = 
J’R1C-C 4 ot f 0 gl, w 
= AB(E, B, C, PR(& B, PR,(E, B) 
0 Cfo g), f’M-6 BJ) 0 kl 
tv (‘&I 
= (f 0 g) 0 h. 
Ad (b). We deal with the subcases: 
(c) Z(/r,)#O and Z(hl)#O, 
(d) 2(/z,) = fl for some in 2, 
CeJ -2%) # 0. 
Ad (c) and (e). Apply inductive hypothesis, 
Ad (d). It suflices to consider the case of Zjj/z) # 0 for /z replaced by /r; 
where Z’(/z,) = H. 
Proof The proof by induction on n = Z’(g) + Z’(h). In the case n = 0, 
appIy 3.1.7. In the case n # 0, the proof is the same as the proof of 3.1.7, 
except in the line (!) we replace “inductive hypothesis” by 3.1.7. 
3.1.9. THEOREM. The partial W-algebra %[ YJ is a c-algebra. Moreover, 
the equations (29k(31) and (35k(40) from Section 2 hold in %?[YJ. 
Proo$ The consequence of 3.1.5, the property (15) 3.1.8, and the 
definitions of 0 ‘, pr ‘, J ‘. 
In the remaining part of this section we show the properties of %[YJ 
which are useful in the next subsections. 
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3.1.10. We adopt the following notation: 
The following conditions hold: 
cc,- ‘(A,, AZ, B)= 
if i= I, 
if i = 2, 
3.1.11. LEMMA. [f pr,(A, [ AJ o,f=prjA, 1 Al) o g, r/w, f=g for 
is [l, 2}. 
Proof By induction on II = Z’(j) + Z’(g). 
Cuse n = 0. Proof by induction on k = Z?“(f) + Zpr( g). 
Case n >O. We consider the case of .f=4Ail~lCl,f’~, 
g = A( A, \ B 1 C 1 g’). Hence by assumption 
(pr,(A,lA~)~B)~~‘=(pr~(A,lA~)xB)~g’, 
and hence by the detmition of cti( A,, A2, B) 
d-4,, AZ, W~prlfUi ,I BJIA,i,)~.f’ 
=uLA,~ A?, BloP,(tAi JI B)lA,tl)od. 
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Consequently, by (19) 
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hence by inductive hypothesis f' = g’, and hence f = g. 
3.1.12. LEMMA. For all i E { 1, 2 ] if pr( C, 1 Cl 1 fl 1 f2) is a c-rerm, then 
I+oc$ By induction on H= ZPr( f,) + ZP’( f2). Let us consider the case 
of ,jj = 12, - prj( Cr 1 CI) for Jo { 1, 2}, where A,, Izz are c-terms. Hence 
prz(A 1 II) 0 A, # pri(,4 1 !I) o I’Z? because otherwise by 3.1.11 we have Izr = Izz 
which contradicts that pr( C, 1 Cz 1 f, 1 f?) is a c-term. 
3.1.13. LEMMA. For all ic{l,2} if (pri(,41~A2)xB)~f=prl((,41 A 
A*)jB)o g, henf=pr,(Ai[B)oh for some h. 
ProqJ By induction on a= Z’(f) + Z(g). 
Case n = 0. Proof by induction on k = Zpr( f) + Zpr( g), 
Case u>O. Letu~considerthesubcaseoff=,I((A~~B)[D[Clf’)and 
g=A((A, A A2)lDlClg’). Hence by assumption, 
CtvjtA, lA~)xB)xD)o,~‘=(pr,((A, A ~A~~~~~~.C~ 
and hence by (21) and (19), 
Consequently, by (19) and (20), 
br,(V, A D)l~,i,)XB)o~~(~i,D,B)of' 
=~r,ttb%~ Dl ,Y ~,i,)lB)o~~~l(~,,A~,D)og’; 
hence by inductive hypothesis, 
M,(A~,D,B)~~‘=~~,((A~AD)~B)o~ for some II’, 
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and hence by (19) 
,f’=aj-‘(Ai, D, B)oprI((Ai A D)\B)oK 
=ur(A,, B,D)opr,((A; A D)iB)oh’ 
= (pr,(A;i B) x D) 0 h’. 
Thus 
,~=pr,(Aj~B)o~~(Ai~~~C~~~‘) for some h’. 
3.1.14 LEMMA. Zf (pr?(A 1 B) x II) o,f= (pr,(A 1 B) x D) og, then f = 
pr2( B 1 D) o h for sonze c-term h. 
ProoJ By assumption and the detinition of a,(A, B, D) 
lpr2(~lWxD)~f=~,M B,B)opr,tU A D)l B)og, 
hence by (19), 
and hence by the definition of E, (A, D, B), 
3.1.15. LEMMA. Zfpr2(A\B)oj’=pr,(A\B)og, then.f=!(B)~hfor.some 
c-term h. 
ProoJ By induction on n = ZP’( f ). We consider the case of n 2 0 and 
f= jU( B 1 D 1 C if). Hence g = I( A 1 D 1 C 1 g), and hence by assumption 
WAA I BJ x Dial= bI(A I Bj x DI 0~2. 
Consequently, by 3.1.14 T= pr2( B 1 D) 0 I$ for some h, hence 
f=A(B[DlCjpr2(B\D)oh)=2(BjD\C[(!(B)xD)oh) 
=!(B)d(llDlClji). 
In the case of Zi(f) = 0 and n = 0 we have pr2(A 1 B) of# pr,(A\ B) 0 g. 
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Cuse n > 0. By application of inductive hypothesis and 3.1.12. 
3.1.16. LEMMA. For all id {1,2j und all Al,A2~F(Y) zj 
(PRi(A l, AZ) x B) of= (g x B) 0 e(B/ C), then here exists u c-term h such 
fhzt f= (h x E) 0 e(E 1 C). 
Proqf We consider the case of {A,,~I~}n{l}=a. Since s’(g)= 
(A, * ,421, 
hence we deal with the following subcases: 
(a) f=e(BlC’) (here ~=((BIC)XEI)O~(B~C) and hence take 
h=(E3C)), 
WI .f= pr - ~4 for some word U. 
Ad (b). By assumption and the definition of ai(,4,, AZ, B), 
Consequently, by 3.1.13, 
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and by 3.1.11, f? = prz(A ji B) because 
Therefore f= (11 x B) o e( B 1 C) for some 12. 
We consider the case of A ; = 1 and A,ij = A # 1. Since 
(PRj(A,,Az)xB)=prz(A[B), by assumption and 3.1.12, 
~=p~((~~C~l~l~.,l~~)~e(~l~~ for some c-terns j, , ,I2 ; 
hence prl(A 1 B) o,f, = pr,(A 1 B) o g and prl(A 1 B) of2 = pr2(A 1 B). Con- 
sequently, by 3.1.11, ,f2 = B and, by 3.1.15, j’, = !(B) o h for some 12; hence 
f=((!(B)~h)@B)~e(B~C)=(hxB)~e(B~C) for some 12, because 
!(B)=PR,(l, B) and B=PRJl, B). 
3.1.17. We say that a c-term /, is a factorization of a c-termf through 
PRj(A,,A2) if,f=PR;(A,,A?)oh and we say that a c-term,fhas a fac- 
torization through PRi(A, , A?) if there exists a c-term Iz such that 
~=PRi(A,,A~)oIz. 
The definition of c-terms and the definition of 0 provide a decision 
procedure of checking whether a c-term-f has a factorization through 
PRi(A,,Az) because for PRj(A,,A2)=pri(A,jAJ we deal with thefollow- 
ing cases: 
(i) Zpr(f) = Z’(f) =O, hence ,j has a factorization through 
pr,(A,lAz) ifff=pri(A,jAz) orUf=prj(A,lAz)4, for some c-ternI,, 
(ii) j”= pr(A 1 B 1 f, 1 j2) nfj for some formulae A, B and some c- 
terms j”, , f?, with .f3 an empty word or e-term: hence it sufhces to check 
whether ,f, and ,f2 have factorizations through pr;( A, 1 A z), 
(iii) j”=l((A, A AI)\BIC\y) f or some c-termy, hence it suffices to 
check whether cx!- ‘(A,, Al, B) 0.7 has a factorization through 
FM4 * WI 4,) b ecause by (19) a c-term I, is a factorization of 
q’(A ,, AZ, B)oTthrough pr,((A;~ B)lA,,/) iff (prj(A,\Az)xB)oh=.? 
In the case of PRi(A,, AZ)=!(A), a c-term j”=A(AlBlC/fi has a fac- 
torization through PR,( A,, AZ) iff ,T has a factorization through prJ A 1 B) 
because (!(A) x B) = prJA 1 B). 
3.2. Reduction of c-Terms 
3.2.1. By a one-step reduction of c-terms we mean a binary relation- 
defined inductively on the set of c-terms by the clauses: 
(R,) if,L g are c-terms such that s’(f)=A A’B, t’(t)=C#l, 
s’(g)=A, t’(g)=B#l. and e(BiC)-h is a c-term, then 
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(r,,I) if II is a pr-term free from e, then 
(~~~l~lCl,~)~g)~e(~lC)~~-(~~g)~~~~, 
lR21 ~(~l~lCl(gx~)~e(~l~))-g, 
(Rx) if f-g and sY(f)=.4 A yB, f ycfJ = c and 
{B,C]n{l]=@, then ~“(~l~lCl~)-~(~l~lClg), 
( Rd) if ,f-f’ and g is a e-term such that s”(j) = sy( g) and {l’(j), 
f ‘(g) ] n { I } = a, then one of the following conditions holds: 
(rd.,) fag-f’@c 
tr4.2J g@f-g@.f’, 
(RS) if .f-g and !z is e-term such that f- II is a c-term, then 
,f- /I - g 0 h. 
Since - is inductively defined, for every pair f, g of c-terms such that 
,f- g there exist a natural number FI > 0 and a sequence A = ((A., g;): i E n) 
of ordered pairs of c-terms such that fn =f, g,, = g, and fj -g, is an 
instance of one of (r,.,), (r,.?), (R*), and f,+, -g;+r results from 
application of one of (RJ). (RJ), (RS) to fj-g, for all i> I. We call this A 
a derivation of,f-g (or simply a derivation) and denote by (d/f-g). We 
define I!,( G’K- g) as the length of J. We say that (d/f-g) results from 
the application of (Rj) to (d'/f' -g’) if elimination of the last element in 
(dfl-g) yields (J’fl -g’), and f -g results from the application of (R,) 
t0.f' -g’ forje {3,4,5!. 
We say that a derivation (d/f-g) = ( (fi, g,): Ian) results from 
application of (R;) in the last step if we have that 
(a) ,f-g is an instance of (Rj) (Jo { 1, 2}) for n= 1, 
@I f-g results from application of (Rj) to fnm , -gn j 
(Jo [3,4,5j) for n> 1. 
By a reduction of c-terms written .L we mean the transitive closure of -, 
i.e., ,fLg iff there exist a natural number n >O and a sequence 
i=(,J: icn) of c-terms such that f=f,- ... -fn=g. We call this 
sequence / a test off 2. g. We define f L g iff f = g or f A g. 
The number of outer occurrences of A in a formula ,4 is defined by 
Z(q(‘4)= 
0 ifZ”(A)=Oor,4=(IJ~C)forsomeformulaeA, B, 
-%(~,)+4qb4,)+ 1 
ifA=(A, A Az)forsomeformulaeA,,Az. 
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3.2.2. LEMMA. For every derivation (d/f-g) and a c-term h such that 
t ‘(h) = s’(f) there exists a derivation (J’/h 0.f - h o g) of length no greater 
than L( d/f- g). 
Proof By induction on L( d/J-- g). 
3.2.3. LEMMA. For every derivation (&/PRi(A,, A*) of-g) there exist 
a c-term h and a derivation (d’/f - h) of length no greater than 
L(d/PR;(A,, A2)af-g) such that g=PR,(AI, A2)oh. 
ProaT By induction on n=L(d/PRJAr, AZ) of-g). 
Case n = 1. We consider the case of (d/PRi(A,, AI) of-g) resulting 
from application of (Rz) in the last step. Hence 
and 
and hence by 3.1.16 there exists h such that f= (h x B) a e(L?i C). Con- 
sequently, by application of (R?) we have j--h for this h, where 
g=PRi(A,,A2)oh. 
Case n > I. We consider the case of (u!/pr,(A ,I AJ of-g) re$ting 
from application of (RX) in the last step. Hence f=I(A1j II] C\J) and 
g=,I((AI A A2)iL3[ C[g) and there exists a derivation (&/(pri(A, 1 A2)x 
LI) of-g) of length no greater than n - 1. Consequently, since 
we have by 3.1 .I0 (19) and 3.2.2 that there exists a derivation 
tJ’/pr,t(Ai A ~JlA~i/)~.f-~~‘(A~~ AZ, B) 0 g) of length no greater than 
rr - 1; hence by the inductive hypothesis, there exists a c-term h and a 
derivation (Q!“‘,“-h) of length no greater than n - 1 such that 
pr,((Ai~ B)[A,i,)oh=cz:‘(A,, A2,B)og, where 3.1.10 (19) provides that 
Consequently, by application of (Rj) to (&“‘/f-g) we get a derivation 
(J’f- I(Aj\ L?l Cii)) of length no greater than n, where pri(A, \ AZ) 0 
~tAil~lClhJ=~t(A~ A A~Jl~lClt!J=g* 
3.2.4. LEMMA. For every j E { 1, 5} and for every derivation 
(d,‘fn pri(A, 1 A?) -g) resulting from the applicution af (R,) in the lust 
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step, there exist a c-term h and a derivation (d’/f - h) resulting from the 
application of (Rj) in the last step, such that 
U~‘/Y-hh)=L(d/Y”-Pri(A, IAz)-g) and g=hoprj(A,lA2). 
Proof: By induction on L(d/f- pri(A, 1,4,)-g). 
3.2.5. LEMMA. For every derivation (d/f-g) such that t’(f) = 
(C, A C,) and every iE { 1,2} we have that f 0 pri(C, (C,) =g o pri(C1 1 C,) 
or there exists a derivation (d’/fo pri(CI I C,) -g 0 pr,(Cr 1 C,)) of length no 
greater than L(djf -g). 
Proof: By induction on L(d/f- g). 
3.2.6. The following conditions hold: 
(1) iff,L-f: for iE(1,2}, thenf,@fiAf;@f;, 
(2) iffL,f’ and s”(f) = A A ’ 
~~~I~I~lf~~~~~l~I~If'~, 
B, t’(f)=C, (B,C)n(lj=@, then 
(3) iff&f’, gsgg’, and tY(f)=sY(g), thenfogAf’og’, 
(4) (A(AJBIC’ f)@g)oe(BIC)~(A@g’)of’ iff&f’ and g&g’, 
(5) E.(A(BJCI(gxB)oe(BJC))~gg’ ifgLgg’. 
3.2.7. LEMMA. Let f =fO -f, b e a c-term such that f, is an e-term. For 
every derivation (d/f-g) resulting from the application of (R4) in the last 
step, there exist a c-term h and a derivation (d’/f - h) resulting from the 
application of one of (R,), (R,) in the last step such that L(d’jf - h) c 
L( dlf- g) and g A h. 
Proof By induction on n = Z$ (t ‘(f )). We consider the case of n > 1 
and g =TO (f - pr,( C, I C,)), where (d/f-g) results from the application 
of (r4,r) to the derivation (J/f - prr(C, I C,)-j) resulting from the 
application of (R4) in the last step. Since Z; (C,) < n, we have by inductive 
hypothesis that there exist a c-term I? and a derivation (d”/ 
f-pr,(C, W-L) resulting from the application of one of (RI ), (R,) in 
the last step such that 
Ud”fl- PrdG I G) - 4 < L(J/f- prl(C, I CA -P) and fAh. 
Consequently, by 3.2.4 there exist h and a derivation (d’/f - h) of length 
no greater than L(d/f -g) - 1 such that h 0 pr,(C, ) C,) = h^, where by 3.2.5 
we have that f e pr,(C, 1 Cl) -h o pr,(C, I C,). Hence by (l), 
PO (f- pr,(C, I Cd) L LO (f- pr2(C, I Cd) 
- (hopr,(C, I G))@(hopr2(C, IC,))=h. 
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3.2.8. THEOREM. For each pair of derivations (d,/f -g,) and 
(a,/f -g2) there exists a c-term h such that g, s h and g, A h. 
Proof By induction on n=L(/r!,/f-g,)+L(d,/f-gg,). For n>2 we 
deal with the following cases: 
(a) (d, /f-g, ) results from the application of (R, ) in the last step 
and (d,/f-gg,) results from the application of (R4) in the last step, 
(b) (d, if-g,) results from the application of (R,) in the last step 
and (d*/f -g2) results from the application of (RS) in the last step, 
(c) (d, /f - g,) results from the application of (R2) in the last step 
and (dJf -9,) results from the application of (R3) in the last step, 
(d) both (A,$--,) and (cL2/f’-g2) result from the application of 
(R,) in the last step, 
(e) both (A, /f-g1 ) and (u’Jf-gz) result from the application of 
(R4) in the last step, 
(0 (~~IlJ‘-gl) results from the application of (R4) in the last step 
and (AZ/f-g?) results from the application of (R,) in the last step, 
(g) both (AI/f-g,) and (dJf-- gz) result from the application of 
(R,) in the last step. 
Ad (a). By inductive hypothesis and (1). 
Ad(b). Sincef’=(~(AIBICIf,)Of,)oe(B(C)--f,, (d,/f-g2)results 
from the application of (R5) to (A,/~(A(BICIf,)Of;--g?), which results 
from the application of (R,) in the last step. Hence we deal with the follow- 
ing subcases: 
(b,) (c?,/L(A I BI C/ f,)@fi-dz) results from the application of 
(r4,r) to (n’/~~(AIBICIf,)-~(A(BIClg;)), which results from the 
application of (R3) to (A”/“, -g;). Hence by (3) it suffices to take 
h=(AO.f,)ogio.f,. 
(b,) fi=(~xB)oe(BIC)and (~C,/R(AIBICIf,)Of,-g,)results 
from the application of (r4,, ) to i(A I B ( C I f, ) - g, an instance of (R, ). 
Hence g, = (A Of,) of, of, = (SOfi) 0 4BI 0 ofi =g?. 
W (izl~(~IBICIf;)0.12-~?) results from the application of 
(rj,*) to (gF2--g”), hence by (3) it suffices to take h = (A@g”) o,f, o,f3. 
Ad(c). In this case ,f=A(AJBJCl(g,xB)oe(BIC)) and (AZ/f-g2) 
results from the application of (R,) to (z,/( g, x B) o e(B) C) - gz), hence 
we deal with the following subcases: 
(c,) g,=1(AjB(C(g2) and (g,xB)oe(B(C)-~z is an instance 
of (R,); hence g, =gz, 
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(CA Gkl xWo4BlC)-~,) results from the application of 
(R,) to (J/g, x B--g@pr,(A 1 B)), which results from the application of 
(r4,1) to (d’/pr,(A 1 B) og, -g). Hence, as claimed, h exists by 
Lemma 3.2.3. 
(c,) (J*/(g, x B) o e(BI C) -g2) results from the application of 
(R4) in the last step and Lemma 3.2.7 reduces this case to one of (c,), (cz). 
The cases (d), (e), (f) are verified by the application of the inductive 
hypothesis and. 3.26. 
Ad(g). We deal with the subcases: 
kl) f=f, -fi?f- . -t , IS e erm, (d L/f-g, ) results from the application 
of (R,) to (d;/f, -g,), and (dJ’-g2) results from the application of 
(R,) to (n’i/‘, -8,). Hence we get h by the simple application of the 
inductive hypothesis, 
(g?) f=fi -fi-f3, both f2-f3 and f3 are e-terms, 
.f3 = e(BI C) -f4, and (d,/f-g,) results from the application of (R,) to 
(4,/f,-g,), (d,/f-g2) results from the application of (R,) to 
(n,/f, -fi -gz). Hence by Lemma 3.2.5 there exist the derivations (dj/ 
f, -.f2 - pr,( (B 3 C) 1 B) - g2 0 pr,( (B I C) 1 B)) of length no greater than 
L(J2/f, -f2 -gz) (in (1,2’,) and one can construct the derivations (dj’/ 
f, -fi - pri( (B =I C) I B) - Sl ofi - pr,( (B 3 C) ( B)) resulting from the 
application of (R,) to (d,/f, -gl) (ic { 1,2}). Hence by the inductive 
hypothesis, there exist c-terms h,, h2 such that g, o f2 -. pr,((BT 
C) ( B) 2 hi and g2 0 pr,((B 3 C) 1 B) 2 h, for all i E { 1,2}, and hence by (1) 
and (3) it suffices to take h=(h,Gjh,)of,. 
3.2.9. For i E { 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 } and a c-term,f we define 
“(.‘) = i 
(g:J‘- g IS an instance of (R;)} ifiE{1,2}, 
( g: f - g results from application of (Ri) ) ifiE{3,4,5). 
Obviously R;(f) is at most a one-element set for iE (1, 2). 
The following conditions hold for a c-termj 
(6) iff = %(A I BI C’ fi for some formulae B, C, and some term1 then 
{g:f-g}=R2(f)uR3(f) and R3(f)={~(AIBICIh):j?-h}, 
(7) if .f = pr(A I BI f, If?) for some formulae A, B, and some c-terms 
fi7 .f2, then ig: f-g}=&(f) and R,(f)={hOf2: f,-h}u{f,Oh: 
.fi-hf. 
(8) if f=f, -f2 for some c-termf, and some e-term fi, then {g: 
f--}=R,(f)uR,(f)uR,(f), RJf)= (hok: 3p.p-h and pnk=f 
and k is an e-term .1, and 
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(i) if Z; (t ‘(f)) = 0, then &(f) = a, 
(ii) if t’(f)=(A A B), then R,(f)= {h@(f-pr,(A)B)): 
f-pr,(AIB)--h}u((f-pr,(AB))Oh:f-pr,(AIB)-hh). 
We say that e-termf is a simple e-term if z’(f) = 1. We say that a triple 
(u, g, VV) is a proper occurrence of a simple e-term g in a c-termf if the 
following conditions hold: 
(par ) g is a simple e-term and u - g - w =A 
(~0~) there is no case such that u -g - pr,(A (B) - u =f for some 
formulae A, B, some i E { 1,2 ), and some word v. 
For (u, g, w) being a proper occurrence of a simple e-term g in a c-termf 
we define M,(u, g, w) = 2; (tY(g)). For a c-termf we define PO(f) to be 
the set of all proper occurrences of simple e-terms in f and we define 
J4f)=C,..o,,-, A4Xx) and if PO(f) = @, then K(f) = 0. 
The following condition holds for a c-termf: 
(9) if f=fi .-. f2 for some c-termf, and some e-termf, and tY(f) = 
(A A B), then K(f- pr,(A 1 B)) < K(f) for all iE { 1, 2). 
3.2.10. PROPOSITION. For euch c-term f the set {g: f - g } is a finite set. 
Proof By induction on n = z”(f) + zf( f) + Zpr( f) + K(f ). We con- 
sider the case of n > 0 and f = f, - fi for some c-term f, and some e-term fi 
and t’(f) = (A A B) for some formulae A, B. 
Since by (8), {g:f-g) =R,(f)uR,(f)uR,(f), it suffices to show that 
R4(f) and R,(f) are finite sets. Since by (9), K(f - pr,(A 1 B)) < K(f ), so 
by (8)(ii) and the inductive hypothesis R4(f) is finite. Since for every 
c-term p and every e-term k such that f = p - k we have K(p) 6 K(f) and 
T(p)<Z'(f), the set jh:p -h} is finite by the inductive hypothesis, 
hence &(f) is finite. 
3.2.11. PROPOSITION. Iff=(f,@f2)of3-g, f,#L-wfor all wordsw, 
ty(fi) # 1, tY(f2) # 1, f3 is a simple e-term, and Z[(tY(f,)) =O, then there 
exists a c-term k such that k 2 g and k E {h o f3: h E R4(f, Of*)}. 
Proof. We consider the case of s '(f,) = s '(fi) and sy(f3) = (A A B). By 
assumptions g E R,(f ). Hence there exist c-terms p, r and a word q such 
that p-r, p- q-fj=f, g=r o (q -f3), and there are the following 
possibilities: 
(a) q is empty word and r E R,(p), 
(b) q is empty word and rE R,(p)u R,(p), 
(c) q is an e-term. 
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Ad(a). Since~=~,~~*,g=ro~~~{~o~~:~~~~(~~~~~)}. 
Ad (b). Since r E RI(p) u R&), r 0 pri(-4 1 B)E Rr(p - pri(-4 1 B)) u 
R&-pr;(Aj@) for all iE {l, 2j, henceJi-ropri(,4/B) for all i6 {l, 2} 
because p =fl @fz. Consequently, 
Ad (c). Since q is an e-term, r o qc R5(p - q), hence r o (q - 
prj(,4 1 B)) E &(p - q - pri(,4 1 B)) for all ie { 1,2}, and hence A.- 
r 0 (q - pri(.4 \ B)) for all i G { 1,2 ] because p - q =J, @j-Z. Consequently, 
In the case of .Y “(f,) # s*(f>) we apply Lemma 3.2.3. 
3.2.12. We say that a family (L: i e n) of c-terms is a c-family if for 
every i E II, t *(fi) # 1. For rr 2 2 and a c-family (fi: irz n) we define 
If (L.: iE n) is a c-family, /r is a c-term such that t*(h) # 1, Jon, and 
(fi: i E n) is the same as (fi: ie n) except fj = !z, then we define 
If (L: iE n) is a c-family, /rr, hz are c-terms such that t*(h*) # 1, t ‘(&) # 1, 
and {j,k}Gn,j<k, and (fi:iEn) is the same as (fi:iEn) exceptJ=/zr 
and fk = /rl, then we define 
We deline regular e-terms inductively by the following clauses: 
(regr) every simple e-term is a regular e-term, 
(reg2) if f1 is a regular e-term, f2 is a simple e-term, and sy(fz) = 
(t “(fl) A B), then (fl x B) of2 is a regular e-term. 
3.2.13. LEMMA. If (@ iE ,,fi) of-g, j-1 # 2 - w for all words w, f is a 
regular e-term, and Z; (t*(j)) = 0, then there exist j E n and a c-term h such 
that A.- h and [ @ iE ” fi/j + h] of A g. 
ProoJ By induction on n > 2 and by 3.2.11. 
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3.3. Bounded c-Terms 
3.3.1. We say that a c-termf is bounded if there exists an upper bound 
of the set B(f) = { : n n is length of some test of fLg for some g}. For a 
bounded c-termf we define its bound bd(f) by bd(f) = max(B(f) u {O}). 
In particular, if for a c-termf the set { g:f-g j is empty, then bd(j’) = 0. 
We say that a c-termf is in normal form if { g:f-g 1 is empty or, 
equivalently, hd(f) = 0. 
We denote by BD[a (or, if there is no confusion, by BD) the set of all 
c-terms for Y which are bounded and we define NT[YJ as the set of ail c- 
terms for Y which are in normal form. 
3.3.2. The following conditions hold: 
(I) fEBDiff{g:f-glzBD(because {g:f-g}isfiniteby3.2.10), 
(2) iffogeBD, then feBD and bd(g)<bd(fog) (by induction on 
Wf c, gll> 
(3) if fEBD and f’(f)=(A A B), then for all in {l, 21 
fa prJ.4 I Bl E l3D and bd(f~ pri(A I B)) <bd(f ), 
(4) iff, ,-. f2 E BD, f, is a c-term and f2 is an e-term, then fI E BD and 
Wf, J < Wf, -.A 1, 
(5) j(A\B\C\f)cBD WheneverfgBD. 
ProoJ By induction on n = hd(,f). We consider the case n > 0. Since by 
3.2.2 and 3.2.3, 
1 g: WCA, >/I 21 of- g)= {PRi(AlT Az)oh:,fdh)> 
and by inductive hypothesis, {PRi(A,, A2)a/r:.f-!zi~BD, we have by 
(J ) that PRi(A,, AI) 0.f~ BD. 
3.3.4. LEMMA. ff f, , f2 are bounded c-term.y, [hen f, @f2 E BD. 
Prooj By induction on n =bd(f,)+ bd(f2). We consider the case of 
n>O, t’(f,)=A#l, ly(fl)==B#l, sy(.fI)=sy(fz). Hence we deal with 
the following subcases: 
(a) f~~./~~pr(AlBl~,lf~), 
(b) fI = h - prI(A 1 B) and f2 = h - prz(A \ B) for some c-term IL 
Ad (a). By 3.2.9 (7), the inductive hypothesis, and by (1). 
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Ad (b). In this subcase h is such that h = h, - hz for some c-term h1 
and some e-term h*. Hence by 3.2.9 (8), {g: h-g} = RI(h) u K,(h) u 
R5(h), and hence by (1) it remains to show that R,(h)u&(h) u 
R5(h) G BD. By 3.2.9 (8)(ii) and the inductive hypothesis, K,(h) SE BD. We 
show that R,(h) u &(A) G BD. Let g E R,(h) u k,(h). Hence, 
g 0 priCA I BJ E RICA - vi@ I WJ u Mh - priV I NJ foralliE{l,2], 
hence by the inductive hypothesis, 
(jnpr,(~lB))~(gopr~(~lB))~BD, 
and hence g E BD because 
(~~-pr,(~l~))~(g~pr~(~l~))-(g~pr,(~l~))~(g~pr~(~l~))=g. 
Therefore R,(/z) u R=,(h) G BD. 
In the case of s ‘(f, ) #S ‘(fz), we apply 3.3.3. 
3.3.5. LEMMA. l’(A@g)oh,ohzoBD, ,~EF’(Y),~EBD,~~EBD, h*is 
a pr-term free from e, z’(g)=B# 1, t’(h,)=C# 1, and .Z;(fy(hz))=O, 
then j’= (A(A 1 B 1 C 1 h, ) @g) o e( B 1 C) o h2 is a bounded c-term. 
Prooj By induction on n = bd( g) + bd(hlj. We consider g such that 
sY(g)=A. 
Case II > 0. Since Z; (h2) = 0, {h:f- h} = R,(f) u R5(f), hence by (1) 
it remains to be shown that R1(f)u&(j-)~ BD. By assumption, 
R,(~-)GBD. 
We show that R&j) G BD. By 3.2.9 (6)(8), 
~~(,~)={hoe(BlC)oh~:h~~~(~(~~B~C~h~)~g)}=~~u~~u~~, 
where 
Xl = {(h~g)~e(BlC)~h~:~~~~(~(~lBlCl~~))}, 
X2={(l(A[B~C[h)@g)~e(B[C)~h2:h,-h]&BD 
by inductive hypothesis, 
X3= {(l(A/B[C~hl)@h)~e(B[C)~h2:g--h}~BD 
by inductive hypothesis. 
We show that Xl G BD. Let hER2(A(AlBlClhl)). Hence 
i(AIBIC[hl)-h is an instance of (RI), and hence hl=(hxB)oe(BIC). 
Consequently, (h@g)oe(BjC)oh2=(,4@g)o(hxB)oe(B[C)oh2EBD 
by assumption, and hence X1 G BD. Therefore &(f) G BD. 
In the case of sy( g) #A we apply 3.3.3. 
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3.3.6. LEMMA. lj" (FI @g)~ hcBD, A I5 F( Y), gcBD, heBD, 
rY(g)=II#l, f’(h)=C#l, Z;(C)=O, then f=(I.(A[BiCih)@g)o 
e(B 1 C) is a bounded c-term. 
ProoJ By induction on H = bd(g) + bd(h) in a way analogous to the 
proof of Lemma 3.3.5. 
3.3.7. LEMMA. If J= (@ jG "fi) OJ fl # I- w for all words w, and ,f is 
regular e-term such that Z;(r’(f))=O, and UiEO {[@iS&j’+h]oj 
f, - h } E BD, then 7~ BD. 
Proqf. By (l), (4), and 3.2.13. 
3.3.8. LEMMA. If (fi: i E n) is a c-family such that n 2 2, f, = (A @g) 0 
hIah?, AeF(Y), gEBD, h,EBD, hz is a pr-term jiee.from e, l’(g)= 
B # I, 2 ‘(h, ) = C # 1, and f is a regular e-term such that Z$ (t’(f)) = 0, and 
t@,ediJ~f~BQ hen ~~i~~~/~~~~~~l~l~l~,~~~~~~~~l~~~~~l~ 
fez BD. 
Proof By induction on n = bd( ( @ ;E “J.) 0.f) + bd( g) + bd(h, ). By 
Lemma 3.3.7 it suffices to show that 
@ fi/l +h] oj (ItAl BlClh,)~g)~e(BlC)~h~-~~~ 
,E” 
~e(BIC)~hz,,j+h 1 
We prove it in a way similar to Lemma 3.3.5. 
3.3.9. LEMMA. g (fi: iE n) is a c;famify such that n > 2, fI = (A @g) 0 h, 
AEF(Y), geBD, hEBD, r”(g)=B#l, ?‘(h)=C#l, audf is a regular 
e-term such rhaf Z; (f’(f)) = 0 and (@ iE ,,fi) 0 f E BD, rhen 
Proof By induction on bd(( BiG ,,f;) of) + bd( g) + bd(h) in a way 
analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.3,8. 
3.3.iO. Let j, g be c-terms such that l’(f) = s’(g) and g is a pr-term 
free from e. We say that g rectifies f if and only if for all words U, ~1 
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and all formulae A, B, all i E 2 if g = u - pri(A / B) - IV, then 
fo (U - pr,i,(A 1 B)) E BD (for the detinition of /i/ see 3.1.10). The following 
condition holds: 
(6) iffogeBD and g rectitiesJ thenyE BD (by Lemma 3.3.4 and by 
induction on Zpr’( g) + Zprz( g)). 
3,3.11. We say that a c-term h is /?-redex if it is of the form 
(~~(~~~~C~h~)~h~)oe(B~C), where hI, hz are c-terms such that 
.vy(hI) = A. A e-term g is called q-redex if it is of the form 
,I(A~B~C[(gxB)oe(B/C)) for some c-termg. 
We say that an ordered triple (u, h, IV) is an occurrence of a redex in a 
c-termf iff= u - h - IV and h is b-redex or v-redex. 
By the defmition of -, a c-termf is in normal form iff there is no any 
occurrence of a redex in 11 Hence there exists a procedure of checking 
whether a c-termf is in normal form because by 3.1.17, the set of q-redexes 
is decidable. 
3.4. Strong Normalization Theorem and Church-Rosser Property 
3.4.1. Let X be a set of c-terms. We define COD(X) by COD(X) = 
{ t’(f):,f~ X}. We say that X is saturated if the following conditions hold: 
&it,) X#@; 
(Sat?) XG BD; 
(Sat3) if (A@g)oheX, AEF“(Y), gEBD, f’(g)=B#l, t’(h)= 
C’#l, then (A(A[BiClh)@g)ae(B[C)eX 
(Sat,) if (f;: iEn) is a c-family such that IZ> 2, ji = (,4 @g) o h, 
FIEF’(Y), gEBD, z’(g)=B#l, f’(h)=C#l, andjis a regular e-term 
such that (@ jE Ji) ORE X, then 
(Sat5) if (A@g)oh,~h~~X, FIEF(Y), gEBD, hz rectifies hI, 
r’(g)=B#l, t’(h,)=C#l, then (~(~lBlClh,)~g)~e(BlC)~h~~~, 
(Sate) if (fi: i E n) is a c-family such that n > 2, fI = (A @g) o hI o hz, 
A E F( Y), gg BD, hz rectifies hI, t’(g)=B#l, ty(hI)=C#l, and f is 
regular e-term such that (@ jG ,,f;) 0 f E X, then 
(Sat,) if .f is a c-term free from 2, pr, e, and t’(f) ECOD(X), then 
fEX 
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(Sat8) if (,j;.: in n) is a c-family of bounded c-terms such that n 2 2,,f, 
is free from pr, i, e, and ,f is regular e-term such that t”(j) E COD(X) and 
( @ jE n,fi) 0.f is detined, then (@ ,F J;) 0 f e X. 
3.4.2. We detine a family (Pr(A ): A E F(Y)) of sets of c-terms for Y by 
Pr(A) = {Iz: t’(A) = A and /I is a c-term free from pr, I., e], in particular, 
Pr( I ) = { ! ‘(B): BE F( Y)}. We detine a family (CO(A): A E F( Y)) of sets of 
c-terms for Y by induction in the following way: 
(K,) CO(js)= 1.c t’(f)=y and fEBD[Yj] for every YE E 
(K*) if ,4,, A2 are formulae for Y, then 
CWiA, ,Y AZ))= ~~.~‘opr~(A,lA~)~CO(A,) 
and fopr*(A,lA~)~CO(A~)}~ 
(K3) if B, C are formulae for Y, then 
CO((BxC))= ;,fi ty(f)=(BxC) 
and V/I E Pr(.r’(,f)), Vg E CO( B) 
~((iz~f)@g)~e(B~C)~CO(C).;. 
The following conditions hold: 
(1 ) if feCO(A) and /ZE Pr(.y’(,J)), then II O,~E CO(A) (by induction 
on complexity of formulae and by 3.3.3.); 
(21 if.f,eCOtA,J andf2E(WA2), tlmf,@f2~CO((Al A AZ)) (by 
(1) and (K1) for the case of ,s”(,f,) #~y(.JI)). 
3.4.3. PROPOSITION. For euery ,formula A G F( Y) fhe set CO(A) is 
saturated. 
Proof By induction on the complexity of formulae. 
Case A E Y. Conditions (Sat, ) and (Satz) hold by (K,). Condition 
(Sat3) holds by 3.3.2 (2) and 3.3.6. Condition (Satd) holds by 3.3.2 (2)-(4) 
3.3.3, and 3.3.9. Condition (Sat5) holds by 3.3.2 (2), 3.3.10 (6), and 3.3.5. 
Condition (Sate) holds by 3.3.2 (2)-(4), 3.3.3, 3.3.10 (6), and 3.3.8. Con- 
dition (Sat7) holds in an obvious way. We verify (Sat8) by induction on 
Wt@ ,s “.f,) of), apply@ 3.3.7. 
Case ,4 = (A l A A?). We verify (Sat, ) for CO(A). Since by inductive 
hypothesis (SatI) and (Sat,) hold for CO(Al) and CO(A2), pri(A,\A2)g 
CO(A!) for each in [l, 2}, hence by (Kz) we have that (Al A A2)~ 
CO( (A, A A?)). Condition ( Satz) holds for CO(A) by inductive hypothesis, 
(K?), and 3.3.4. We verify (Sat3) for CO(A). Let (J@g)oh~Co(A) and 
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let 2, g, II be as in (Sat3). By (Kz), (~~g)o~opri(~,l~~)~CO(~i) for 
every in {l, 21. Consequently, since by inductive hypothesis (SatJ and 
(Sat5) hold for CO(A,) and CO(Az), (~(~l~lCl~)~g)~e(~lC)~ 
~~j~~ll~2~~W~j~ for every iE 11, 2}, hence by 6~1, 
(~(~~~~c~~)~g)~e(~~c)~co(~). 
We verify (Sat4), (Sat5), (Sat6), (Sat8) in a way similar to the veritication 
of (Satj). We verify (Sat,) in a way similar to the veritication of (SatI). 
Case A = (B 3 C). We verify (Sat ,) for CO(A). Since by inductive 
hypothesis (Sat ,) and (Sat8) hold for CO(C) and (Satz) holds for CO(B), 
hence by (KX), (BxC)GCO((BXC)). We verify (Sat*) for CO(A). Let 
,feCO(A). Hence by (Kj), (f@g)oe(BlC)EBD for some gECO(g) 
because s”(f) E Pr(.rr(j)) and by inductive hypothesis CO(B) # 0 and 
CO(C) G BD. Consequently, f e BD by 3.3.2 (3k(4) and 3.3.3. 
We verify (Satj) for CO(A). Let (2 @g) 0 II E CO(A) and let 2, g, II be as 
in (Satj). For every c-term p such that t’(p) = s ‘(A @g) we have 
and [pIi= 
po PRi(A, .7’(g)) if A#,sY(g), 
L otherwise, for iE { 1,2}. 
Since (~@g)~Iz~CO((~~C)), by (K3), 
Vp~Pr(s~(J@g)), VfECO(B). 
(tp~(J@g)~h)@f)~e(BlC)ECO(C).; 
hence by inductive hypothesis and (+ ) for all p 6 Pr(.s’(J@g)) and all 
f E CO(N 
because by inductive hypothesis, (Satd) holds for CO(C) and, by 
3.3.3, [P]~cJ~EBD. Consequently, since po(,l(~[~[~~h)@g)= 
~~~y~P~l~l~l~~Pl~~~~~~~~~rPl~~~~~ 
Vp l Pr(,s’(A @g)), Vf E CO(B). 
((p~(~(~l~l~l~)~g)~e(~l~))~f)~e(~lC)~CO(C).; 
hence by (Kj), (~(~l~l~l~)~g)oe(~l~)~CO((~~C). 
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We verify (Satd), (Sa&), (Sate), (Sat8) in a way similar to the verification 
of (Sat3). We verify ( SatT) in a way similar to the veritication of (Sat I). 
3.4.4. COROLLARY. A E CO(A) for euery formula A. 
I’roof By (Sat I) and (Sat,). 
3.4.5, LEMMA. If g is a pr-term free from e and fE CO(s’(g)), then 
f~~~~~(~=(~)~. 
ProoJ By induction on Zpr’( g) + Zpr2( g) and by ( K2). 
3.4.6. LEMMA. Zf g is an e-term and f E CO(s’(g)), then fog E 
~~~~yk~~. 
ProoJ By induction on Z(g). We consider the case of F’(g) = 1. Let 
f E CO( t ‘( g)) and let g = e(B 1 C) - h, where h is a pr-term free from e. 
Hence by (K2), f~prI((~~C~@~CO((II~C)) and fopr2((BxC)iB)e 
CO(B), and hence by (K3), 
f~e(~lC)=(~~pr~((~~C)l~))~(f~pr~((~~C)l~)))~e(~lC)~CO(C). 
Consequentiy, fo (e( B 1 C) - h) E CO{ t ‘( g)), by 3.4.5. 
3.4.7. PRQPOSITION. If g is a c-term and f is a c-term such that 
fECO(s’(g)), then fogECO(t’(g)). 
ProofI By induction on n = ZPr( g) + Z’(g). 
Case n = 0. By 3.4.5 and 3.4.6. 
Case n > 0. We consider the case of g = A( A 1 B 1 C 12). Hence by ( 1 ), (Z), 
and by inductive hypothesis Vp E Pr(s ‘( f )), Vh E CO(B). ((p a f) @ h) 0 2 E 
CO(C).; and hence by 3.1.10 (17), Vp~Pr(s’(f)), Vh~CO(B).(s~(p)G3h)o 
((p of) x II) o g E CO(C). Consequently, since by 3.4.3, condition (Sat3) 
holds for CO(C) and (Sat*) holds for CO(B), 
Vp E Pr(.s’(f)), Vh E CO(B). 
(~(sy(p)l~lCl((p~f)x~)~~)~h)~e(~lC)~CO(C).; 
hence 
Vp~Pr(s’(f)),Vh~C0(@. 
((~~~(~~(f)l~lCl(fx~)~~))~h)~e(~lC)~CO(C)., 
because ((p of) x B) = (p x B) o (f x Ij). Consequently, by (Kj), 
f~~(A~~~C~~~=~(sy(f)~~~C~(fx~)~~)~CO((~~C)). 
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3.4.8. THEOREM (Strong Normalization Property). Euery c-term is 
bounded. 
ProofI For a c-termf such that s’(f) # 1 we have, by 3.4.4 and 3.4.7, 
that s’(f) ORE CO( t ‘(f)), hence f = s’(f) oft BD because, by 3.4.3, we 
have that CO(t ‘(f)) G BD. Therefore, a c-term f is bounded if s’(f) # 1. 
Let us consider the case of a c-termf such that s’(f) = 1. Since for 
arbitrary A # 1 we have !(A) oft BD (by the property proved above), 
,fe BD by 3.3.2 (2). 
3.4.9. THEOREM (Church-Rosser property). VfA gI und fs g2, then 
there exists h such that g, Ah and g2 2 h. 
Prooj By induction on bd(f) and by Theorem 3.2.8 in a way analogous 
to the proof in Lambek and Scott (1986). The proof by induction on bd(f) 
is possible because of 3.4.8. 
3.4.10. COROLLARY. Let w be a binary relation defined on the set of 
c-terms for Y by 
.iw g flf there exists a c-term h such that f &z h and g A h. 
The relation - is a congruence in the sense of Mac Lane (1971) on the 
underlying category of the partial algebra ‘%‘I Y’J. Moreover, - is a smallest 
congruence such that the following conditions hold: 
(i) iff-f’, g-g’, and s’(f)=s’(g), then f@gwf’@g’, 
(ii) if f-f’, s’(f)=A A ‘B, t’(f)=C, and {B,C}n{lj=@, 
then I.(A[B[Ciflw2(AiB[C[f’), 
(iii) (2(A/B[Clf)@g)oe(BlC)~(A@g’)of’iff~f’andg~g’, 
(iv) 1(A[BiCi(hx B)oe(BlC))wh’ if h-h’. 
Proof By 3.4.9 the relation - is an equivalence relation and by 3.2.6 
(l)-(5) it is also a congruence satisfying (i)-(iv). 
The inductive detinition of - provides that - is a smallest such 
congruence. 
3.4.11. Theorems 3.4.8 and 3.4.9 imply that there exists a unique 
mapping !J? T[YJ + iVT[Yj such that f A !?‘(f) for every jI We denote 
this unique mapping Y by [[?]I and its values by [[f]]. We outline 
now a certain procedure for computing the values of [[?]I which one 
can consider as a proof of the existence of Y: T[Y’J + ZVT[n such that 
f& Vf ). 
Let (u, h, IU) be an occurrence of a redex in a c-temJ We say that a 
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sequence (fj: i E n) of c-terms is a context of occurrence (u, A, w ) if the 
following conditions hold: 
(Ql f, = /I and A, =A 
(Ct?) there are the following possibilities: 
(d, ) both u and ~1 are empty words and H = 1; 
(dz) jj+, =A - g for some c-term g and there exist the words ti, u’, 
IV’, +such thatf,+,=zd’-/z-k, and u=C-u’ and w=w’-6; 
(d3) L + , = A(Fj G 1 Hi fi) for some c-formulae F, G, H and there 
exist the words tj, u’, w’, 61 such that ji+ , = u’ - h - w’, and u = ti - u’ and 
fi, E lq’ A $; 
(dd) fi+, = pr(Fi G 1 g 1 fi) for some formulae F, G and some c- 
term g, and there exist the words ti, u’, w’, I? such that fi+, = 
W’l Wd - U’ - 1 r - w>‘) and u = ti - pr( Fl G 1 g 1 - U’ and w = I+>‘) - +; 
(d5) L+,=pr(FIGjji[g) for some formulae F, G and some c- 
term g, and there exist the words fi, u’, HI’, k such that fc+, = 
W’l G I -z/-Iz-ti,‘+g) and rd=$-pr(FlGl -u’ and VV= 
w’l -g)-kc. 
For a context (f,: i E n) of occurrence (u, h, w) we deline its realization to 
be a sequence (g;: i E n) of c-terms such that 
(Rcr) for ~,=h=(~(~l~lClh~)~h~)o~(~lC) we define gr= 
(A@/J~)o/I, and for~~=~=~,(~l~~~~(~x~)~e(~l~)) wedetineg,=g; 
(Rc~) if fi+, =L. - g for some c-term g, then g,+ , = gi 0 g; 
(Rc~) if f,+ , = ,l(Fi G 1 H \ ,fi) for some c-formulae F, G, H, then 
gi+l =W’lGlfflgi~; 
W41 if f,+l =pr(F\G[glf,) as in the case (dd), then gi+,= 
WE G, g, gik 
VW 8 f,+l =~~~~l~lLl~~ as in the case (d5), then gi+, = 
WE G, gi, g). 
For a realization (gi: iE n) of a context (j;.: iE n) of an occurrence 
(u, A, w) of a redex in a c-termf we have that f -gn and we call this gn a 
contraction of $ 
Let us consider a procedure which, after computing a contraction of J 
repeatedly computes a contraction of the contraction until the result is in 
normal form. By the strong normalization property this procedure computes 
[[f ]] in a finite number of steps for each c-termf 
3.4.12. We detine %?+z[ Yj to be a partial P-algebra whose underlying 
set is NT[ YJ and whose operations S( ‘), r”‘), !(‘I, ‘2’ ‘), A ’ “‘, 1’ “, pr\“, 
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prby), eCyJ, pr ( ‘) A( ” are defined in the following way: S( ‘I, 6 ‘I, !( ‘I, A ( ‘I, 
3 CY), pr\Yl, pr$h, e(Y), prwj are the restrictions of s’, fy, ! ‘, A ‘, 2 ‘, prr, 
lx-:, ey, pry to the set AT[ YJ, respectively; the operation oC ‘I is given by 
if f’(j)=s’(g), 
otherwise; 
the operation A( ” is given by 
3.4.13. PROPOSITION. WH[YJ k cz ccc-algebra and the equations 
(29)-(31) from Section 2 hoZd in Wz[Yj. 
Proof By 3.1.9, 3.4.10, and by the defmitions of [ [?I], o”), ,I(” 
because [ [f] ] = [ [g] ] iff f - g. 
4. THE NOTIONS OF A FREE PARTIAL ALGEBRA AND A NORMAL SYSTEM 
4.1. Free Partial Algebras 
4.1.1. Let Q be a family of sets of operation symbols. We say that a 
set Z (may be empty) is a set of indeterminates for Q if the following 
condition holds: 
(IO) Zn I’= @ and In iJnEN .Q,, = @, where V is the set of variables 
(cf. 1.1.1). 
For a set Z of indeterminates for Q we define the family Q[Z] of sets of 
operation symbols by 
Q()[Z] = L&J u z and Qn[Zl= Qn for every n > 0. 
We say that a pair Y = (Z, .Z) is a system of indeterminates for &I if the 
following conditions hold: 
(I,) Z is a set of indeterminates for Q; 
(I?) .Z is a set (may be empty) of p-equations which are formed from 
Q[Z]-terms free from variables, i.e., the elements of V do not occur in these 
Q[Z]-terms, 
(Ij) if iI, i* E Z and j, # jI, then iI r % .=. iz r @ is not an element of 
the p-theory E[.Z] generated by J and @; 
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(Id) for every ie Z and for every UEQ) the p-equation 
i r @ .=. u r @ is not an element of the p-theory E[J]. 
4.1.2. Let 9 = (Z, J) be a system of indeterminates for !CJ. For a partial 
Q-algebra 2I with the underlying set A and a function J Z + ,4 we deline the 
partial Q[Z]-algebra 91fin such a way that ‘%,.is the same as ‘%, except that 
21f has the constants f(i) labelled by i E Z. 
We say that a function f Z+ ,4 is a valuation of a system 3 = (Z, .Z) of 
indeterminates for Q in a partial Q-algebra ‘?I with the underlying set ,4 if 
91f is a model of the p-theory E[J] (cf. (Is)). 
4.1.3. Let & = (E, Z?) be a p-theory based on Q-terms and let 9 = (Z, .Z) 
be a system of indeterminates for Q. Let R denote the p-theory generated 
by the sets Eu J and a. 
We define ,4 [.$J, 81 to be the set of all equivalence classes (f 1 r $3)/R 
such that t is an Q[Z]-term free from variables (cf. (Iz)) and 
X, r 0 .=..x, 1 r {t} is in R. 
We define ‘?I[$, &‘] to be the partial algebra of type Q whose underlying 
set is A[#, &‘I and whose partial operations are defined in the following 
way: for u E Q,, (0 > O), 
aw, 1 r 0wc...3 k 1 r 0vm= 
(u(r, ,..., ?a) 11 @)/R if it is in A[Y, &‘I, 
undefined otherwise, 
and for CIJ E Q0 the equivalence class (CU 1 0)/R is the constant labelled by 
co. 
Let ;: Z-+ A[Y, 81 be a mapping given by k(i) = (i 10)/R (i~z). The 
following fact is the consequence of the representation of partial algebras 
by functors in Obtulowicz (1986) and the Yoneda lemma: the partial Q[Z]- 
algebra 2l[~J, &‘& (cf. 4.1.2) is an initial object in the category 
Alg[Q[Z], R] of models of the p-theory R. Hence 9I[y, 8] is a model of 
&‘. We call 9l [X, &] a free g-model (free partial algebra) with respect to 
the system $ because it has a “universal” property which is formulated in 
the following proposition. 
4.1.4. PROPOSITION. Let ‘3 be u model of u p-theory 8 = (E, E) and let 
f~ Z -+ A be a valuation of a system 9 = (Z, J) of indeterminates in ‘X Then 
there exists u unique weak homomorphism h of ‘$I[Y, 671 into 9l which makes 
the diagram 
ZA A[Y, 8’1 
commutative for i given by i(i) = (i 10 )/R. 
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4.2. The Formulation of Word Problem for Partial Algebras and the Notion 
of a Normal System 
4.2.1. Formulation of the word problem in Tarski (1968) for equational 
theories of algebras suggests the following formulation of a word problem 
in the case of p-theories. 
Given a p-theory 8 = (E, ,!?) based on Q-terms and a system .Y = (Z, J) of 
indeterminates for ~2 we detine g[&‘, $1 = (R, R) to be the p-theory 
generated by Eu J and a. If $2, Z, and J are recursive, then the word 
problem for 8 and 3 is the problem of determining whether the set !JJI = 
~zl~~.=.~l~~~~:S(t).=.0~~andS(~).=.0~~,andt,~are~[Z]- 
terms free from variables} is recursive. We say that the word problem for & 
and # is solvable if the set !JJI is recursive. 
This formulation of a word problem is motivated, among others, by the 
following fact concerning categories. 
If a p-theory 8 is a theory axiomatizing a class of categories enriched by 
an additional structure and $ is a system of indeterminates, then by the 
completeness property of 8, every suitable (with respect to Y) com- 
mutative diagram in each category of the class yields a subset of ?JJI and, 
vice versa, every linite subset of ‘$I determines a commutative diagram in 
each category of the class. Therefore, if the word problem for 8 and Y is 
solvable, then there exists a mechanical method of verifying whether a 
given finite diagram is commutative in every category of the class. 
4.2.2. Let 8 be a p-theory based on Q-terms and let JJ = (Z, .Z) be a 
system of indeterminates for Q, where Q, Z, J are recursive. If there exists a 
partial Q-algebra ‘3 such that 
(N,) ?I is isomorphic with 2I[j, &]-the free partial algebra, 
(N*) the underlying set A of ‘%!I is a recursive set, 
(N3) the operations of 53 are partial recursive functions and the sets 
where they are defined are also recursive, then the word problem for 8 and 
9 is solvable. 
The partial recursive functions being the operations of 2I can be meant 
as partial recursive functions in the alphabet x = Zu Aux u lJ,,EN Q,,, cf. 
Eilenberg and Elgot (1970), where Aux is some set of auxiliary symbols. It 
makes sense of the following detinition. 
We say that a partial Q-algebra fl is a normal system for 8 and JJ if the 
conditions (N, )-(N3) hold for ‘3 and the following conditions hold: 
(Nd) the underlying set A of ‘?I is a subset of the set of Q[Z]-terms 
free from variables and QOIZ] z ,4; 
(N5) if an operation Ed of ‘3 labelled by u o Qn (n 2 1) is detmed for 
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an n-tuple of Q [Z]-terms f 1 ,..., r,z E A and rO is the value of CO(~~ ,..., ln), then 
~(r, ,..., f,,) 1 r @ .=. fO 110 is an element of the theory g[&,yJ. 
A normal system for 8’ and 9 can serve as a demonstration of solvability 
(decidability) of the word problem for &’ and 9. The analogous notion of 
a normal system for the case of total algebras and equational theories is 
considered in Laush and NGbauer (1973). 
42.3. The main example and conclusion. Let &F’+ be the equoidal p- 
theory based on C-terms and generated by the equations (1)-( 31) in 2.1. 
Let .P[ Y] = (Y, J) be a system of indeterminates for Q such that 
J={s(Y)~~@.=.,v r@: YE Yl. If the set Y is recursive, then by 
3.4.10-3.4.13 the ccc-algebra %‘Pz[ a is a normal system for JF”’ and 
,P [ Y] (up to replacing “1” by “,” in c-terms and introducing “81” in the 
appropriate places in the c-terms). Therefore, the word problem is 
decidable for some equoidal p-theory of Cartesian closed categories. 
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